Managing liability exposures with Swiss Re's
forward-looking modelling approach
Swiss Re's scenario-based approach enables a consistent
evaluation of present and future liability exposures in
insurance portfolios.
It offers unprecedented insights into new risks and
markets where data is limited, allows faster response
to external changes and helps insurers confidently
enter new markets or business segments.

Periodic Payment Orders
(PPOs) in motor insurance

Mass tort legislation
New mass tort legislation,
like France's 2014 law,
could lead to an increase
in claims or even towards
a US-style class action
system

Long-tail annuities are sensitive
to economic, legal and medical
changes, which increase
insurers’ loss and reserves
uncertainty

Power line
triggered wildfires
Utility failures can
trigger large loss events,
like the 2013 California
bushfire, which caused
hundreds of injuries and
over USD 200m in
losses

Cyber risks
E. coli
Product liability and
recalls like the 2011
E. coli outbreak in
Germany can cost
insurers large losses
and reputational damage

The growing digitalization
of industry and society puts
many companies at risk of
cyber-attacks. The full cost
of such hazards is hard to
quantify

Construction
Construction disasters like the
1981 Hyatt Hotel walkway collapse
can cause unanticipated large
accumulation losses in insurers’
portfolios

Train derailment
Train accidents like the 2009
Viareggio can cause mass
casualties and property damage,
triggering long legal battles

Liability exposures vary according to the changing environment
Economic
Economic changes like
interest rates or currency
exchange rates or inflation
can cause sudden liability
exposure changes and alter
an insurer’s portfolio over
time

Legal & judicial
The introduction of new
laws and mass litigation
procedures can drastically
impact the liability
landscape and insurers’
portfolios

Technological
Scientific and
technological advances
like autonomous cars or
3D printing can improve
our lives and substantially
mitigate risks

Societal
The widespread use
of technology to shop,
communicate, work and
live changes our risk
landscape and can alter
our propensity to claim

Find out more about how our FLM approach increases our industry's resilience on swissre.com/flm

